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We began our trip by 'flying' over the River Thames in the 'Air flight' cable car.
Then learned about Emirates flight operations! We sat in their passenger seats,
discovering how to put on emergency gear. The we studied how a jet engine works,
we followed the baggage route and used the A380 and 777 flight simulators!
A fabulous day! Well done P2 for being such good 'aviators! '

I enjoyed
flying like a
Power
Ranger!

I enjoyed seeing the amazing views from
above in the cable car. I could see the
Olympic park from the sky and O2
Arena and I enjoyed taking pictures
from above. I would love to go again!

I really enjoyed the
flight simulator
I really enjoyed the trip.
and being a
I loved the cable cars. The
co-pilot.
view was fantastic. I liked the flight

simulator too. I would love to go again.

I enjoyed the trip, but the cable cars
were so scary for me. I
enjoyed the workshop with Jerry. I enjoyed the flight simulator too.

I did not enjoy the cable
car. I found it scary. But
the aeroplane was awesome!
I crashed two! times.
I enjoyed
flying the plane
over
London. It was
fun in Emirates
cable cars. I
was really
scared when we
went up really
high.

I enjoyed the trip.
I like
cable cars. I was happy.
I liked flying the plane

I enjoyed the trip. It was so much fun and I liked
being on the cable car looking out the view, although
it was scary. At the workshop I liked using the flight
simulator, because I flew so high and went into the
clouds.

P3 travelled by Tube to the Museum of
London, they walked from Moorgate
Underground station and took in the sites
of the City!
All students and staff took part in a
fantastic workshop that
unlocked the key to the past.
It was a very enjoyable day!

Can you help?
If any one with ICT skills is able to help Richard,
Chair of Hearts Of Oak update the website,
we would be very grateful.
Please contact the school office: 0208 444 6711
info@oaklodge.barnet.sch.uk

On Thursday 22nd January, 6 students were selected to represent
Oak lodge school in a Boccia Tournament.
They all had a great time and tried their best.
Ahmed, Nasreen and Codrin played superbly well >
The group won the overall tournament and have been selected to
represent Barnet in the London Youth Games.

Congratulations and well done to you all!

